ACROSS
1. Clammy
5. "A fickle food," per Dickinson
9. National Poetry Month
14. "Nessun dorma," for one
15. Was in debt
16. Darlings' dog and others
17. It begins on Ash Wednesday
18. Telephoned
19. "If you have a house / you must think about it all the time": ____ Paley (The Art of Fiction No. 131)
23. Rosebud, for one
24. Above, poetically
25. "____, or Ardor"
28. Publishers
34. "I am always hungry / & wanting to have / sex": Eileen ____ (see also The Art of Poetry No. 99)
36. Envision
37. Type of tube
38. Author of "Song of the Andoumboulou" ("a rough draft of human being, the work—in—progress we continue to be") (see also The Art of Poetry No. 107)
42. To Psyche and to Himself, for two
43. According to Aesop, wise insect that works in the summer to store food for the winter
44. Lascivious looks
45. Original publisher of D&D
46. Seeing double?
49. Online feed letters
50. Literary style: Abbr.
51. Suffixes with sultan
53. Author of Citizen and a MacArthur Genius (The Art of Poetry No. 102)
56. Thin pancakes
60. Age after Stone and Bronze
63. You love, in Paris
64. Ash
65. Try putting it over matter
66. One of twelve
67. "I cannot forgive your suicide, my mother said": ____ Sexton (The Art of Poetry No. 15)
68. Helpful ads, in brief

DOWN
1. Surreal dolly, maybe
2. Greek god of war
3. Lifesaver, maybe
4. They might be beaten or forked
5. Compels
6. Emmy, Grammy, Oscar, and Tony
7. List of options
8. Advantage
9. They might be right
10. One that cuts down
11. Genetic strands
12. Short play, maybe
14. "Live to suffer another day": ____ Gabbert
15. ____ ipsum dolor sit amet
16. Prompt for "Are too!"
17. Twosomes
18. Change
19. Be of ____ (aid)
20. Sushi fish never served raw
21. Strip, maybe
22. Attendees
23. Chasm
24. Sounds indicating "so—so"
25. Dating abbr.
26. Water nymph
27. Like "Hey Jude" or Beethoven's Sixth
28. Modernist Tate who wrote "Ode to the Confederate Dead"
29. "Unto us ____ is given"
31. They justify the means
32. NYC arts center: Abbr.